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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Conditions are rapidly improving from west to east in the wake of yesterday's frontal passage. Fresh to strong northeasterlies
across eastern blocks should subside to moderate levels by midday. Rough seas within deep water will fall to moderate levels.
Late tonight into Thursday morning, fresh east to northeast winds may develop offshore between the upper Texas and 
Alabama coasts as a surface wave of low pressure begins to materialize near South Padre. Showers will become increasingly 
scattered tonight through Thursday afternoon, most notably across the west Gulf, in response to the low. There is a slight 
threat of isolated severe storms within western deepwater blocks. Throughout Thursday into Thursday night, a strengthening 
frontal zone will sag southward between lower Texas and the Florida panhandle. As a result, fresh to strong post-frontal north 
to northeast winds will filter throughout the region from north to south with moderate to rough seas becoming likely. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Elevated winds and seas may persist through Friday before high pressure firmly settles overhead on Saturday. Relatively calm 
conditions may extend into Sunday morning. However, a potent dip in the jet stream may trigger the development of another 
surface low within the west Gulf Sunday night into Monday morning. Models currently do not agree on specifics, but there is 
at least the potential for a narrow area of showers/thunderstorms, strong winds, and moderate to rough seas as this potential
low moves through western and central deepwater leases late Sunday night into Monday. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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Day 1 Surface Chart
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